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This study examined the relationship of world view to selected com-
munication, demographic, and social variables. Using a newly developed
scale for world view, the researcher tested one hundred forty-nine high
school and college level subjects to determine significant interactions
between world view and communication apprehension, use of mass media,
trust, life satisfaction, social participation, age, grade level, sex,
income, and race. Data analyses included factor analyses, analyses of
variance, and correlation and regression analyses.
Results of the simple correlation indicated that the age-grade com-
bination was the strongest single factor followed by income, religious
participation, television watching, sex, newspaper reading, radio listen-
ing, and communication apprehension. Generally, the ANOVA showed that
the college level student had a higher world view than the high school
student; that with one exception males had a higher world view than
females; that low religious participation almost consistently accompanied
a higher world view than high religious participation, that low tele-
vision watching accompanied high world view; that low income males
showed higher world view than high income males, while income failed to
show any affect on females; and that communication apprehension inter-
acted with world view in conjunction with religious participation and
vi
sex in a complicated pattern. No significant interaction was detected




INTRODUCTION, REVIEW OF LITERATURE, AND HYPOTHESES
Introduction
Communication is defined by Webster as a process by which informa-
tion is exchanged between individuals through a common system of sym-
bols, signs, or behavior. Berlo (1960) described the various components
of this system as a source sending a message through a channel to a
receiver. This model illustrates basic elements of communication and
highlights the potential variation in communication with even the slight-
est modification in any of the four elements.
In addition to these variables, however, scholars also emphasize
the influence of context in which a message is encoded and decoded.
Obviously, context includes multitudinous factors, such as cultural
setting. Within the cultural setting, however, numerous variables
influence or contribute to culture which can be assumed, in turn, to
influence the perceptual mechanisms of communication.* One such vari-
able, previously unexplored in communication, is world view. This con-
cept is linked to a person's perceptual understanding of himself in
relation to his immediate environment and the nature of the universe.
Like any other perceptual mechanisms, such as attitudes, beliefs, or
*Thus the researchers in intercultural communication assume that
perceived cultural differences characterize most communication within
a cultural setting (Prosser, 1978). This assumption has led to a bur-
geoning of a new sub-area of communication, intercultural communication.
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values, world view also influences a person's encoding and decoding
behavior, since it is part of one's composite frame of reference.
World view may also help form an individual's communication patterns
and behaviors.
Until recently scholars and investigators had not considered the
importance of world view on communication, having left this concept to
the research of the anthropologists. Full isolation of only those aspects
of world view which might have an effect on the process of communication
now demands exploration of this new variable in its potential relation
to specific communication behaviors and attitudes.
The purpose of the present study is to examine the relationship of
world view to selected demographic, social, and communication variables.
If a person's world view correlates with attitudes and behaviors related
to communication, then scholars can more fully understand the parameters
of world view and its impact on intercultural communication. The value
of such an advancement potentially can be invaluable to governmental
agencies, international business, tourists, scholars, and plausibly to
the entire world community.
Review of Literature
Conceptual  Nature of World View
Until very recently investigations of world view had been anthro-
pological. While not all anthropologists used the terminology "world
view," there has been much speculation about cultural beliefs which
seem virtually to characterize a culture and its way of relating
to others and the universe. "Configurationists made attempts to
describe the ways in which people impose meaning upon the world around
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them: R. Benedict (patterns), Kluckhohn (key principles), Opler (themes),
Hoebel (postulates), Sapir (covert patterns), and L. Thompson, Redfield,
and Hallowell (world view)" (Spindler, 1975, p. 137).
Although the method of study and the terminology varied, the basic
concept which these investigators uncovered seems akin to current schol-
arly attention to world view. All peoples seem to share an awareness
of certain fundamental precepts that undergird customs and practices of
the group, although each set of precepts is largely culture bound. Munro
Edmonson (1973, p. 170) stated emphatically, "Every people, not only has
a sentiment structure which is to some degree unique but also a more or
less coherent body of distinctive presuppositions about the world. This
last is really a borderland between reason and feeling."
Comparison of world view with beliefs, values, and attitudes. Any
definition of world view must be premised on an understanding of the
differences among beliefs, values, and attitudes, since these concepts
link with some basic precepts of world view. Although agreement on the
boundaries among these three remains a question, certain distinctions
predominate the literature.
In general, beliefs concern the truthfulness or falsity of some-
thing and are a part of the cultural fabric which the people have
devised to fit their particular adaptation to life, providing a total
explanation of their universe (Arensberg and Niehoff, 1964). Beliefs
are sometimes categorized into different groups according to their
origins, their cultural significance, and their change.
Milton Rokeach (1968) itemized several types of beliefs. Type A
beliefs are primitive beliefs which retain 100 1 consensus and represent
basic truths about physical reality, social reality, and the nature of
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the self. Type B beliefs are also primitive beliefs but without a gen-
eral consensus because maintenance does not depend on their being shared
with others. Rather they are learned by direct encounter with the object
of belief. Type C beliefs are authority beliefs, nonprimitive, and unlike
Type A beliefs, do not command consensus. Rather, Type C beliefs involve
differences of opinion and controversy and infer a choice of authority
or reference person from whom to base the belief. An example of this
belief is the controversy over whether or not cigarette smoking is harm-
ful. Type D beliefs are derived beliefs based on the credibility of a
particular authority and the acceptance of other beliefs emanating from
this authority, which might involve matters of fact derived from some
credible source. Finally, Type E beliefs are inconsequential beliefs,
arbitrary matters of taste.
Rokeach also outlines a belief congruence theory - that man tends to
value a given belief and other people proportionately to their degree of
congruence with his own belief system. The more centrally held beliefs
resist change most strongly, and repercussions of change are more wide-
spread. Replacement of a belief by equally satisfactory beliefs is
possible but demands more than a logical refutation of the accepted
belief. The deepseated - Type A, B, or C - beliefs require more drastic
stimulus for change.
Other researchers categorize beliefs as either zero-order beliefs
or first-order beliefs (Bern, 1970). For example, zero-order beliefs
are the most fundamental and primitive beliefs, corresponding to
Rokeach's Types A and B. Again, these beliefs are assumed, something
like cultural truisms. Sometimes, people holding these beliefs are
oblivious to the possibility of alternatives. Bern calls them
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"nonconscious" axioms upon which other beliefs are built. First-order
beliefs are derived from zero-order beliefs; however, the individual can
imagine alternatives and thus is aware of their existence though not
realizing the inferential process of their derivation from the zero-
order belief. An example of the zero-order belief is the widely held
concept of the orderly universe which in some cultures might evolve the
belief that the universe is controlled by some supernatural power (the
first-order belief).
Values are long-abiding judgments of good. Values concern normative
as opposed to existential propositions. While beliefs are statements of
what is true and false, values are those enduring conceptions of what is
judged good or bad, right or wrong. Value statements describe the ideal
or standards for evaluation of behavior. Values, sometimes called a sub-
set of beliefs, include the beliefs about what is important or unimpor-
tant, good or bad, and right or wrong. They are broad and fundamental
norms generally group shared. They serve to guide, integrate, and chan-
nel the organized activities of the members and are expressed in the
norms of overt behavior and role expectations (Sarbaugh, 1979).
Values are beliefs of central importance to which an approbation or
a moral or sentimental worth is attached and are usually organized into
systems of criteria by which conduct is judged and sanctions applied if
appropriate (Arensberg and Niehoff, 1964). Prosser (1978) stated that
values, usually expressed in the affirmative, are the most deep-seated
aspects of culture because the most important result of culture is the
creation of structure, and the value structure is the most cultural of
all culture structures.
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Sometimes values are classified according to religious and emotional
factors such as terminal and instrumental factors, or primary, secondary,
and tertiary factors. Thus, according to a hierarchy of values, one
develops a standard to judge his own and others' actions. These stan-
dards are the measurement by which an individual makes decisions related
with himself, other men, machines, nature, and God (Sitaram and Cogdell,
1976).
To contrast belief from value, Sitaram and Cogdell (1976) illus-
trate:
"Many Americans or Europeans believe that God is white.
Angels are white. They are all pure. Cinderella, the ideal
of purity and innocence, is also white. The value attached
to whiteness is the root of these beliefs (p. 171).
Examples of other values, typically attributed to Americans, are human
dignity, frankness, patriotism, efficiency, religion, authoritarianism,
education, gratefulness, loyalty, peace, modesty, hospitality, inherited
property, sacredness of farmland, respect for motherhood and elders, and
punctuality (Sitaram and Cogdell, 1976).
The third cognitive definition to be clarified before attempting
the definition of world view is attitude. While a belief is a standard
of true and false, and a value is a judgment of right and wrong, an
attitude has been defined as a relatively enduring organization of
beliefs around an object or situation pre-disposing one to respond in
some preferential way. The attitude is not a basic irreducible element
within pesonality but a cluster of two or more related elements. Atti-
tudes can be designated "pro" or "anti," but beliefs are "neutral." An
attitude is an evalative component while a belief is a cognitive compo-
nent (Rokeach, 1968).
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According to Linton (1915) a value is any element, common to a
series of situations, which is capable of evoking a covert response in
the individual. The covert response evoked by such an element is an
attitude.
A belief is a basic cultural element which activates certain values
from which operative attitudes emerge. Resultant attitudes may be pre-
mised on more than one value; values are premised on more than one
belief. However, beliefs may still be based on another premise upon
which the beliefs are built - a personal, perhaps cultural, view of the
fundamental assumption about the way the universe "is," or in other
words, world view.
Beliefs, knowledge, and language contribute to the cognitive orien-
tation which the world cultures share. Thus, world view represents an
inside view, colored, shaped, and arranged according to cultural precon-
ceptions which reflect basic beliefs, values, and attitudes, but the
world view is the most fundamental.
Definition of world view. The term world view, derived from the
German "weltanschauung," is translated into English as "philosophy of
life, outlook of life, view of life, ideology, or creed" (Wildhagen and
Heraucourt, 1965, p. 1184). The concept is not new, nor devised by
recent American scholars, but has come to us from another culture.
A concise definition of world view is given by Dodd (1980):
"A belief system shared by group members about the
nature of the universe and its effects on one's environ-
ment. It is the fundamental perception (even more funda-
mental than values and undergirding values) about the way
the world operates."
World view can change as cultures change, since generations of "anonymous
beings contribute to the unending quest to make the unknown knowable, to
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transform meaningless bafflement into meaningful understanding Hoebel,
p. 543).
Barnouw (1963) defines world view as the way a people regard the
universe, their most comprehensive attitudes toward life, and their
conception of the structure of things. The evolving integration of a
society's culture and its strain toward consistency encompass socially
standardized beliefs about the universe and man; the sources of illness
and other dangers; attitudes of belonging, allegiance, and identifica-
tion; and sentiments about persons, objects, places, and times; espe-
cially directed toward individual responsibility and dependence (Honigman,
1959).
Basic concepts of world view also reflect ecological aspects of a
society. Man's perception of the structure and function of the universe
depends somewhat on personal relations to topographical, weather, and
seasonal factors. Natural phenomena have so basic an effect on a man's
life conditions that they contribute to the divergence of world views
which exist in the world. Culture-based world view mirrors the influ-
ence of mountainous, tropical, volcanic, arid, or other natural factors:
a great historical catastrophe may cause resultant divergences in the
world views of the affected culture by teaching that man's actions have
some influence on the event.
Sarbaugh (1979) identifies three world view categories of beliefs:
the nature of life, the purpose of life, and the relationship of man to
the cosmos, encompassing the beliefs about man's origin, his purpose,
and his future. How the human species fits into the overall scheme of
things, including the beliefs about death in relation to life, the belief
or non-belief in an afterlife, beliefs about controlling nature or being
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controlled by nature all related to world view. Other researchers have
pictured world view as man's psychological field (Scheibe, 1970) or his
psychological ecology (Burk, 1974).
From a study of the literature and for the purposes of this work
world view is here cognitively understood to belong to the general area
of beliefs, being a special set of beliefs dealing with man's comprehen-
sion of the universe; his relationship to the cosmos; his relationship
and responsibility to other men; his special relationship to family,
possibly including ancestors; his reason for existence and the possi-
bilities which such an understanding leave him for action in this world;
his understanding of the elements of time and the concepts of past,
present, and future; and his locus of control. In brief, world view is
man's most basic set of beliefs which are concerned with his comprehen-
sion of the universe and his place in it.
Conceptual Elements of World View
Previous writers have alluded to various elements that compose
world view. A discussion of many of these elements follows.
Personal and impersonal world view. Honigman's (1959) further
identification of world view in a historical perspective distinguishes
two general types, personal and impersonal. Personal world views,
common to most of the world, are pre-scientific and heavily traditional.
Impersonal world views, which originated in ancient Greece and exist
chiefly in post-Rennaissance Europe and America, are characterized as
being scientific.
In personal world view agents (gods, spirits, ghosts) produce
phenomena in the universe. All or parts of nature are treated as
though possessing sentience (the capacity to feel or perceive), and
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concepts about nature do not need to correspond to empirical references.
An anthropocentric concept is central to personal world view. Rituals,
used instrumentally as well as expressively, manipulations of signs,
and symbols (in or out of ritual), oriented to control natural phenom-
ena, and miracles occurring to alter any recurrent sequences in nature
are evident in personal world view.
Characteristics of impersonal world view vary quite sharply. Phe-
nomena in the universe are accounted for in impersonal terms with little
or no use of gods, spirits, or anthropomorphic entities to explain orga-
nization and maintenance of the universe. Non-sentient concepts about
nature must correspond to observed, empirical referents. No special
position for man in the universe exists - while rituals are used expres-
sively to show respect, gratitude, solemnity or happiness because nature
cannot be controlled indirectly through manipulation of signs and sym-
bols, and recurrent sequences of nature cannot be interrupted by mir-
acles.
Personal world view predominates in the world, but many cultures
reflect some blending between the strict definitive list of attributes
of impersonal and personal world views. Evidence also shows that simi-
lar beliefs are sometimes activated in those persons of impersonal world
view when under situations of great stress. Thus, a person who normally
would be considered to have impersonal world view might show more per-
sonal tendencies during great personal tension and stress, a phenomena
which might appear in whole cultures as well.
Ideological elements of world view. In discussing ideological
factors involved in intercultural communication Kraft (1974) states that
commitment to a religious ideology seems to be a cultural universal. He
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lists five main functions of any ideology. (1) One function is explana-
tory (that the universe is operated by a number of invisible forces
largely beyond man's control or that the universe operates by means of
a large number of impersonal, cause and effect operations which can be
employed by man to control the universe). (2) A validating function
offers sanctions (supernatural or pseudo-supernatural) for culturally
important institutions such as democracy, government, or capitalist
economy. (3) Ideology provides psychological reinforcement in times of
crisis such as birth, death, illness, puberty, marriage, planting and
harvest, and thus may take the form of a group ritual or ceremony or a
private observance such as prayer or experimentation. (4) Ideology
also offers an integrating function which systematizes and orders per-
ceptions of reality into an overall design - a world view in which a
people conceptualizes what reality should be like, and understands and
interprets the multifarious events of life. Ideology establishes and
validates basic premises about the world and relates man's strivings
and emotions to it. (5) Finally, ideology serves as an adaptional func-
tion by allowing the facility of reducing internal structural contra-
dictions which occur in the process of culture change, helping to
resolve conflict and reduce cultural dissonance.
Flatt (1973) indicates an additional ideological view, arguing that
all cultures have concepts of a general order of existence, a world view,
or a philosophy of life, and values related to these concepts. He con-
tends that a religious system fulfills certain needs which are best com-
pleted by the system adopted by the culture. This religious system
constitutes a semantic system, learned more easily than a language, by
having greater universality than language and reflecting and imposing a
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conceptual and Nealue system which characterizes a society and dictates
its major cultural configurations. Moreover, religion is concerned with
world view in relation to thought, character, and conduct.
Psychodynamic elements of world view. Dye (1976) suggests that some
anthropologists have accepted the view that cultural individuals share a
psychodynamic common viewpoint which molds their perception of reality.
He differentiates between "shame" culture and "guilt" culture. In shame
culture, world view emerges from the primary belief that a wrong action
disrupts the social order when the wrong action is disclosed; in a guilt
culture the harm of a wrong action comes inevitably regardless of whether
peers are aware of the action or not.
Rational and mystical elements of world view. American world view
is defined by Hoebel (1972) as belonging to the Judeo-Christian tradi-
tion, but rational rather than mystic, with a mechanistic operative
concept of the universe. The universe is conceived as a physical sys-
tem operating in a determinate manner according to discoverable scien-
tific laws. The societal members believe that man can manipulate the
universe using religion for social organization, but with little reli-
ance on prayer, ritual, or sacrifice to attain their ends, and that
the conditions of man are improvable - materially, biologically, and
socially. In this world view, rational-mechanistic rather than mystic
improvement means progress. A vitalistic world view, leading to action
rather than contemplation, aggressive engagement rather than passive
renunciation, is encouraged with the emphasis on technology and science
instead of philosophy and the arts. The resultant society is a mech-
anized agricultural, industrial, business-centered civilization and
not an ecclesiastical, scholarly, militaristic, or fedualistic one.
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American cultural emphasis is pragmatic and empirical rather than theo-
retical and dogmatic with its members concerned with "know-how" and
"can-do" instead of abstract wisdom or ancient knowledge, which leads
to an individual, rather than kin, class - or collective-centered,
society, emphasizing personal status through achievement and social
mobility.
Group and individual identity. World view can also be characterized
by a culture's "world-view," emphasizing individuality or group orien-
tation, depending on the culture. For instance, the Japanese view
society as composed of on-going groups in which individual identity is
submerged into the whole group, and the individual's self-fulfillment
may be attained through finding and maintaining one's place within the
group. In family matters, American parents see their predominant role
to be the preparation of their children for maintaining themselves out-
side the family unit; the Japanese consider a family to exist as a
whole unit until death, and the children are expected to remain in that
relationship until their deaths. If for some reason the young person
leaves the family group and attaches himself to another one, he is con-
sidered to be dead by his first family or never to have existed (Cathcart
and Cathcart, 1976).
Time and world view. The variation in time conceptions of the pre-
dominant American culture and the American Indians illustrates world
view differences. The white American tradition views time in a very
linear fashion, distinguishing clearly between past, present, and future,
and especially so organizing the present to hopefully secure future
improvement. The American Indian tends to construct a totality of time
with past, present, and future indistinguished, and unified. For
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example, Indian children do not relate to the concept of "becoming some-
thing when they grow uo. Their existence is now, without requiring a
waiting period for a certain size or age (Faherty, 1976).
Disease and world view. Another variation in the effect that world
view has on a culture's people is reported by Fountain (1975). In the
African world view disease is of social origin, operating through magi-
cal or spiritual means, and traditional medicine is oriented toward the
manipulation of the social em,iconment of man, using social and magical
activities. Spirits of people living or dead cause disease so that the
African considers the question of who rather than what is the cause of
disease. Since the thinking and learning process of man are thoroughly
conditioned by his world view, new ideas are best accepted if presented
in a way which can be related to this world view. The typical American
ideas of cleanliness, sanitation, and nutrition are outside the African
world view because they are irrelevant to health and disease in the
African traditional thinking. Thus, health education must be attempted
by means of effective cross-cultural communication based on the insights
involved in understanding world view differences as based on differing
cultural crecepts.
Purpose of life, nature of life, and relation to  cosmos. Sarbaugh
(1979) has produced one of the most impressive new studies on world view
using the concept as as one of the seven sets of key variables on which he
bases a taxonomic system of communication which depends on the home-
gereity!heterogereity of participants to the communication process. He
considers world view a helpful variable in assessing the homogeneity/
heterogeneity of participants and uses the term to refer to three vari-
ables: one's view of the purpose of life; the nature of life; and the
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relation of man to the cosmos, which encompasses the belief or nonbelief
in a deity, and the nature of the deity. Sarbaugh constructs six models
and describes separate sets of world views with resultant values and
attitudes. Four of these are outlined below:
Model One: Both participants share a similar word
view, and theory constructs are based on the following
points; life is a continuing growth, maturation, regen-
eration, etc.; most people can be trusted: we all earn
trust by the way we behave; the purpose of life is to
learn more about the universe, to work with nature to
leave the earth a better place in which to live, to
reduce hunger, disease, ignorance, hostility, selfish-
ness, and greed; that homo sapiens is a unique creature
because he can exert some control over the processes of
life; he exists as a part of a master plan, and that
there is some universal force which may be referred to
as the ultimate source of all being. In such a situa-
tion where the participants share a similar world view,
the transaction is called a Level I situation.
Model Two: In a Level II transaction the partici-
pants do not share a common world view. The nature of
life to the first participant is to consider life in
both physical and social-psychological terms while to
the second participant life is being born, getting hungry,
cold, hot, tired, nested, pushed around, old, and dying.
The purpose of life to the first participant is to develop
one's potential to the fullest limit and help others to do
the same, and to explore and understand the universe and
life of all kinds. To the second participant the purpose
of life is to get rich, have fun, and find ways of not
having to work very much or very hard. Participant
Number One believes that there is a high degree of
interdependence between many, if not all, elements in
the universe. Homo sapiens is the most highly developed
creature, but doesn't always behave that way and needs to
work with nature to achieve a balance via recycling of
energy and other resources. He feels that there is a
slow, continual process of change, with occasional dra-
matic spurts, and that man can affect that process some-
what. Participant Number Two sees the relation of man to
the cosmos as one in which man should seize whatever is
available before it disappears.
Model III: In this transaction one participant is
a professor of the majority class dealing with Participant
Two, a minority student. The professor considers the nature
of life in terms of working hard in order to succeed and
have a good life, which may require delay for gratification.
He sees most people as trustworthy and the universe as so
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orderly that man can continue to make discoveries through
study and control. Participant Two believes that life
follows natural patterns and one flows with it. One should
not concern himself greatly about time since time is endless.
Goodness of life comes to people who are non-violent toward
mother earth and one another. The Professor sees the pur-
pose of life as the accumulation of resources for one's
self and family; the use of knowledge to find improved
ways of obtaining and using resources to increase one's
comfort, and to contribute to new knowledge for the pre-
sent and future generations. The minority student evaluates
the purpose of man's life as being to care for one another
in time of needs and to care for mother earth while flowing
with the universal system. The professor sees man's rela-
tion to the cosmos as his being a superior creature among
all life in the universe and having control over many
aspects of it. Additionally, by increasing knowledge of
the universe he increases his control over various cosmic
aspects. The minority sees a univerality of all things
represented by a series of circles within circles. He
maintains that there is a sense of rhythm in all life
with man as a part of that rhythm.
Model IV: Here Sarbaugh describes a communication
transaction between participants who maintain widely
differing world views and beliefs about what life is
and how man operates within the context of his vision
of life. He juxtaposes a tribal represesentative and a
technician. For the latter life is a complex chemical
and physical process of which man is learning more year
by year. Many aspects of life can be controlled by man.
One's ancestors exert influence on one's behavior only
in what they teach the person while they are alive.
Accepting an interdependence among various kinds of life,
man attempts to solve the riddles as a challenge to his
continued survival and enjoyment. For the tribal repre-
sentative life is a continuous process in which one's
ancestors are always near and can have some influence
on earthly events. Mother Earth provides for those who
respect Her while time is generally associated with plant-
ing and seasonal activities, and the future will take care
of itself if man does not offend the gods or ancestors.
To the tribal representative the basic purpose of life
is to stay alive and bring honor to his ancestors.
Individual acquisitiveness and territorialty do not exist
as a concept, rather there is a sense of protecting the
territory of the group. For the technician the purpose
of life is to acquire individual possessions and the
prestige and recognition which accrue from the accumu-
lation of possessions. The urge to discover some new
thing also appears while the provision for one's family
so that children may have educational opportunities is
a decisive characteristic. Man's relationship to the
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cosmos to the tribal representative develops from the
concept that man is subject to the various aspects of
nature and helpless in its face. His view of man lacks
the quality of god-like being who might have manage-
ment over the earth, stars, sun, or moon, but he allows
for influencing natural processes only to the extent of
seeking the assistance of magic to avoid hail damage to
crops; these actions are viewed as working with nature.
The technician believes that man is the only being with
reason in the universe and therefore has the power to
use that reason to learn about, understand, and control
the energy and forces within the universe for his own
benefit. With increased knowledge he can bring more
and more of the universe under his control.
The projected transaction in all these situations is very interest-
ing, but for the purpose of this work, the relevant areas are the dif-
ferent aspects of world view and the variations which their divergence
brings about in the communication process.
Factors of World View
Universal acceptance of certain concepts basic to world view emerges
from a review of literature. Scholars generally agree that world view
is a culturally derived universal, although varying from one specific
culture to another. In summary, some componential areas of world view
gleaned from the cognitive descriptions include: (1) man's way of view-
ing his world, (2) man's concept of world structure, (3) man's relation
to his universe and its panoramic life, (4) man's capacity to control or
be controlled by elements of life, (5) man's understanding of nature and
a Supernatural Being, and, (6) man's relationship to other men both liv-
ing and dead. While these basic elements appear to be common to most
definitions of world view, little empirical research to substantiate
these definitions has been found.
Therefore, one of the main objectives of this work has been to con-
duct research with the purpose of defining those factors which together
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may formulate the underlying network of generalized world view. Only
one known study has empirically attempted to categorize elements of
world view. Garmon (1980) indicated eight basic factors which seem to
be repeated throughout the cultural frameworks of the world. These are:
fatalism or the God-man relationship; nature and its control by man; the
man-man relationship; a people's attitude toward the future; attitudes
toward tradition and leadership; the relativity of time; man's attitudes
toward his ancestors; and man's own locus of control.
Fatalism. Fatalism, "the degree to which an individual perceives
a lack of ability to control his future," (Rogers and Shoemaker, p. 188)
is linked with man's concept of and relationship to a higher power.
Kraft (1974) indicates that commitment to the ideology of a religion or
a surrogate religion appears to be a cultural universal. Condon and
Yousef (1975) affirm that one of the most basic cultural elements is
man's attitude toward the supernatural and his relationship with the
supernatural.
Man and nature. A second factor prevalent is man's attitude toward
nature and his capacity for control of it - a predominant theme in
Sarbaugh's transactional models. Arensberg and Niehoff (1964) report
that man's feelings toward nature as something to overcome, improve,
tear down and rebuild in a better way are basic to the world view of
certain people. This particular attitude toward nature is based on two
assumptions: (1) that the universe is mechanistic and man is its
master; (2) that man is cateoorically different from all other forms
of life
Florence Kluckhohn (Kluckhohn and Strodbeck, 1971) cites as one of
the five basic questions of existential propositions, "What is the
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relation of humans to nature and the supernatural?" Honigman (1954).
describing the difference between world views of Indians and Ladinos,
says that the Indians generally are passive, remaining intent on seeking
a peaceful adjustment between men and with the universe. The Ladino
approaches problems of living assertively, believing that the universe
is amenable to a good deal of human manipulation, "Even God can be
forced to favor the strong" (Honigman, p. 329).
Man and man. Two other existential propositions about the nature
of "what is" are "What is the modality of human activity" and "What is
the modality of human's relationship to others?" (Kluckhohn and Strodbeck
1971). Ghuman's evaluation that communities which rely on traditional
authority for knowledge emphasize rigid conformity to group norms result-
ing in a lack of individuality of thought, action, and feeling embraces
man's relationship to his community.
Attitude toward the future. Man's attitudes toward the future,
frequently designated by Sarbaugh who specifies that for some people
the anticipation of the future offers a very satisfying excitement with
accompanying optimistic attitude toward,are mentioned by Condon and
Yousef (1975) as elemental to world view. Kluckhohn (Kluckhohn and
Strodbeck, 1971) includes as one of her existential propositions, "What
is the temporal focus of human life?" Optimism toward the future equates
with effort according to Hoebel (1972).
Tradition and leadership. Honigman (1954) reports that leadership
manifests itself variously in different cultures in relation to the
value system which is shared by the group. Ghuman (1975) asserts that
a community which relies on traditional authority for leadership and
knowledge tends to emphasize values directed toward rigid conformity to
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group norms which result in a lack of individuality of thought, action,
and feeling.
Time. The sixth factor, the three dimensions of time - past,
present, and future - are detailed by several writers. Sarbaugh (1979)
reports that time orientation is an important aspect of world view which
impinaes on communication and other personal coordinated activities.
For some the past is the most meaningful aspect of life, and the preser-
vation of past traditions is highly valued. For others the emphasis is
on the present, sometimes in a self-indulgent way that tends to ignore
the past and the future. Still other people believe that the future
is the only meaningful area of time, and their activities are directed
toward preparing for the best possible conditions in that time frame.
Condon and Yousef (1975) specify that man's conceptualization of time
is one of the basic elements appearing in a world view outline.
Man-ancestor relationship. The relationship of living man to his
ancestors is a vital concept in many societies. Anderson (1975) ques-
tions whether a missionary has the capacity to penetrate into and under-
stand the innermost recesses of thought of an archaic people unless he
adjusts to the perception that these people may believe that their "dead"
ancestors are expected to return to earth and take a more or less active
part in the lives of the living. One Teke catechist is quoted as saying
that a certain white man was "not an ordinary white man, but one of our
ancestors come back to earth to write the history of our people"
(Anderson, 1975, p. 111).
Hwang (1977) concludes that "ancestor worship" is a misleading term,
that rarely are ancestors worshipped as gods, rather they are venerated
by simple or elaborate rites under four basic assumptions. These are:
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(1) departed ancestors live on after their death; (2) man has a soul or
souls; (3) ancestors can help or harm the living; and, (4) ancestors
need support in their new mode of existence.
Reimer (1975) connects ancestor cult and animism as vital elements
of the Vietnamese religion. Sarbaugh (1979) indicates that one dimen-
sion of world view is the concept that the spirits of ancestors may
live within humans and to some extent control their behavior.
One of the more elaborate constructs involving ancestor cults is
reported by Dodd (1977) about the Ashanti of Ghana, West Africa, where
at least five levels of existence - the unborn, the living-living, the
living-dead, and the legendary great - are perceived. The living-dead
may communicate with and influence the living-living with the possibility
of returning to the living-living stage via reincarnation.
Locus of control. The final factor comprising this study is locus
of control, meaning man's conception of his own power to manipulate and
exercise control over the situations and conditions which exert authority
and influence on his own life. Arensberg and Niehoff (1964) state that
one of the characteristics of the American's world view is that man,
being categorically different from all other forms of life, is the mas-
ter of nature, which is something to overcome, improve, tear down, and
rebuild in a better way. Hoebel (1972) also defines the American world
view in terms of man's ability to manipulate the universe to improve
life conditions. Other world views might teach that man is a helpless
being in a world controlled by some supernatural force and that at
best man can only try to maintain an existence in spite of forces
against him.
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Effects of World View
The relationship of world view to culture shock has been analyzed
by Bennett (1977) who reports that the threat inherent to change causes
man to feel that his world view has been assaulted when he experiences
periods of life transition. Defensive mechanisms are activated when
man perceives a threat to his world view, and the level of stress in-
creases as the perceived threat increases. Bennett implies that culture
shock results when a man feels that his world view is assailed by both
verbal and nonverbal, physical and psychological stimuli. While
recognizing the necessity for a new perspective, he sees a way to sur-
vive within his former world view in the guise of culture shock Since
world view seems to be the basic cultural element in a person's identity,
the final belief system, which must be accounted to or adjusted in order
to attain any comfort with another culture, Bennett suggests that man
needs to be able to briefly suspend his world view and to participate
as deeply as Possible in the view of the ether culture. A tolerance for
differences may be augmented by exposure to a variety of cultures and
world views.
Measurement of World View
In preparing for the present study, earlier research produced a
world view scale. The researcher used a questionnaire containing one
hundreded nine items, reflecting all aspects of world view in the cogni-
tive definitions available. One hundred forty-nine subjects responded to
these items on a Likert scale. These data were subjected to a varimax
rotation factor analysis which produced thirty-four factors. A study of
the loading of the variables indicated that the following were themes which
most often appeared in the results: the man-god relationship or fatalism;
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rale authority; man's control of nature; man-man relationship; man-
society relationship; optimism toward the future; leadership and
traditional values; the individual as leader; the quality of life; the
interrelation of time; man's relationship to ancestors; the influence
of luck; family responsibility; and cosmic influence of man. Some of
these factors had only one item to load, and others were weak loadings.
Thus, a new testing instrument resulted when the researcher chose the
items which loaded heavily on eight of the thirty-four original factors.
These were chosen because they reflected more accurately the various
areas of cognitive definitions gleaned from a study of the literature.
These eight factors were: (1) the man-God relationship or fatalism;
(2) man's control of nature; (3) the man-man relationship; (4) optimism
toward the future; (5) tradition and leadership; (6) the interrelation
of time elements; (7) ancestor influence, and, (8) locus of control.
The new instrument included twenty-six of the original variables, all
expressed with the same five-level Likert scale.
Repeated testing offered the possibility of another factor analysis
with corresponding further refinement of the world view scale. Relia-
bility analyses on the nine factors developed from the varimax rotational
factor matrix led the researcher to reduce the total eight factors to
four, with seventeen items loading on these four factors which deal with
control, either of man or of nature (see Table 1). Factor 1 is based
on items dealing with man's resignation to external locus of control.
Factor 2 concerns fatalism or control of man by predetermined forces.
Factor 3 relates to man's control by other men such as his ancestors,
people in his environment, and his relatives. Factor 4 is directed
toward the possibility of man's control of nature. These four factors,
TABLE 1
WORLD VIEW DATA
VARIMAX ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4
Fatalism




W1 -0.04035 0.51656 0.07848 0.19745
W2 0.62282 0.17311 -0.02027 0.22347
W3 0.01278 0.11547 0.54557 0.01584
W4 0.77017 0.13267 -0.09851 0.07109
W5 0.34867 0.48668 0.07180 0.14597
W6 0.79634 0.10196 0.12094 0.12263
W7 -0.07005 0.08870 0.53401 -0.13233
W8 0.33732 0.28612 0.35981 -0.05028
W9 0.18680 0.08002 0.11945 0.61142
W10 -0.00371 -0.04591 0.54570 0.11077
W11 0.34100 0.02234 -0.16094 0.28603
W12 0.04435 0.12623 -0.12606 0.62613
W13 0.05995 0.19267 0.50575 -0.06739
W14 0.24002 0.45990 0.23342 -0.00515
W15 0.22079 0.66558 0.11291 -0.08025
W16 0.19492 0.85580 0.08139 0.15442
W17 0.42819 0.16804 0.06627 -0.02803
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with seventeen items, have an Alpha of .788. Four factors explain
54.1 of the variance. In another independent study correlating world
view factors with aspects of dogmatism, the same four factors with an
Alpha of .818 accounted for 56.9 of the variance.
Rationale and Hypotheses
While literature containing conceptual definitions and cognitive
research on world view is growing, until very recently no empirically
based studies on this topic have appeared. However, in recent research
(Dodd and Garmon, 1979; Garmon, 1980) attempts have been made to reduce
the cognitive concepts of world view to a scale which offers the possi-
bility of measurement of a person's world view and the comparison of
this world view with other communication behavior. This study, directed
toward the determination of empirical relationships between world view
and various communication behaviors and demographic characteristics, is
confined to a sub-cultural, rather than an intercultural, study. It is
expected that this initial stage will later be expanded and augmented by
field reseach in intercultural settings.
In this study subjects were given the twenty-six item world view
scale developed previously (Dodd and Garmon, 1979; Garmon, 1980) along
with a ten-item communication apprehension scale, questions designed to
ascertain the subject's social participation, his dependence on the mass
media, his degree of trust in other people, his satisfaction with his
own life, his economic level, social background, and educational level.
The purpose of this study is to discover how world view correlates
with certain aspects of communication behavior. The study basically
examines two things: (1) the relationship between world view and
certain attitudes related to interpersonal, intrapersonal, and mass
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media communication and, (2) certain demographic variables such as
economic level, racial background, educational level, age, and sex.
Thus, we would expect some world view differences based on demographic
frames of reference and communication experiences, including intra-
personal, interpersonal, and mass communication behavior.
Based on these considerations and on previous literature, the fol-
lowing hypotheses are advanced:
H
1 
There will be a significant relationship
between communication apprehension and
world view.
A person's outlook toward the world and his place in it will have
a relationship to his feeling of possibility of gain in participation
in any specific communication process. More specifically, the effect
of man's concept of his own relationship to other men will affect his
ease in projecting himself into communications situations.
H
2 
There will be a significant relationship
between the use of mass media and world
view.
It is projected that the amount of mass media which a man uses will
be a reflection of his outlook on the universe. Conversely, man's per-
ception of universal structure and interweavings will likely be affected
by the information received from mass media. In other words, world view
may correlate with various communication behaviors.
H3 There will be a significant relationship
between perceived trust and world view.
Categorical definitions of world view include man's belief in his
relationship with other men and the supernatural. These aspects of
culture may reflect some correlation between the perceived trust in
people and world view.
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H
4 There will be a significant relationship
between perceived life satisfaction and
world view.
A man's perception of the structure of the universe and his place
in it will greatly influence his satisfaction with his life as he sees
it. This degree of satisfaction will depend on the degree to which he
feels that he is fulfilling his possible life role.
H5 There will be a significant relationship
between perceived social participation
and world view.
Man's conception of his interdependence on other men will vitally
affect his desire to socially interact with them. Self-perceived social
participation thus directly reflects aspects of his world view.
H6 There will be a significant relationship
between age and world view.
Age is generally considered one determinant of man's value system
and his attitudes toward life and the universe. Cultural factors also
greatly influence man's concept of age itself and its effect on his
relationship to the other aspects of the cosmos. Therefore, the age
variable, especially in the adolescent to middle age encompassed in
this study, should reflect some variations in world view.
H7 There will be significant difference between
the world views of high school and college
students.
It is expected that high school and college students because of
environmental surroundings will demonstrate variations in world view.
Personal world views also influence choices for career and educational
plans of students which will be reflected in this study, and world views
are mirrored by the presence in college of older than the traditional
age college students.
H There will be a significant relationship
between the world view of males and females.
Recent research indicates that males and females are truly sep-
arated by cultural boundaries which affect their ways of thinking
about man in general, life itself, and the individual's relationship
and responsibility to other men and to himself. Thus, sex should
reflect some differences in world view.
H
9 T
here will be a significant difference
between the world view of subjects who
belong to different income groups.
Personal income affects man in his social surroundings, percep-
tions of time, optimism toward the future, and other factors. Thus,
income could influence these factors.
H
10 
There will be a significant difference
between the world view of black and
white subjects.
World view is assumed to be a cultural variable; black and white
cultures are dissimilar in many ways; thus, the world view of black
and white subjects will show variation.
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These ten hypotheses represent factors which emerged as possible
determinents in the formation of world view. However, a thorough
analysis of any communication process seems best accomplished by
also analyzing potential antecedents of world view. Thus, the study


























The subjects used in this study included a total of 121 students,
sixty-three university students from Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green, Kentucky, and fifty-eight high school students from
Caverna High School, Cave City, Kentucky. The university subjects
ranged in age from sixteen to forty-seven and the high school students
from fourteen to seventeen.
Procedures
The manipulation in this study involved the distribution of a book-
let containing the twenty-six scale items of world view developed by
previous research, ten items of a communication apprehension scale,
three items designed to test the subject's self-perception of involve-
ment in mass media, three items designed to test the subject's self-
perception of social involvement, three items designed to test the
subject's attitude toward trust in other people, and three items which
asked for the subject's satisfaction with his life, his general family
income, and his racial background.
Variables
kpendent Variable
The dependent variable in this experiment is the world view of
the subjects, measured by the twenty-six items which had previously
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been determined to load heavily on eight factors which corresponded with
items included in conceptual definitions found in a review of the liter-
ature of world view. These factors included the God-man relationship
on fatalism, man's control of nature, the man-man relationship, man's
optimism toward the future, tradition and leadership, time relationships,
man's relationship to his ancestors, and his locus of control. It is
assumed that these eight factors and the twenty-six items which were
found to compose the factors will measure a subject's world view. The
final instrument yielded four factors explaining 54.1 of the variance
with a reliability of .788. For the purposes of this study world view
is defined as a set of beliefs common and basic to a cultural group which
underlies other beliefs, values and attitudes and which deals with man's
understanding of the universe, life, and his own place in them (see
Appendix).
Independent Variables
The independent variables in this study included the interpersonal
concepts of trust and sociability; the intrapersonal concepts of com-
munication apprehension and satisfaction with life; participation in
the mass media; and the demographic variables of economic level, educa-
tional level, and racial background (see Appendix for operational
measures).
Trust. Trust is conceptually defined by McCroskey, Larson and
Knapp (1971) as a condition which exists when someone feels free to
make a risky decision, to self-disclose, to stick his or her neck out,
giving the communicator the willingness to give a little or to take a
chance that potentially could result in his own harm. In this study
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trust in operationally measured by a three-item questionnaire previously
used by the University of Michigan Institute for Social Research
(Robinson, 1973).
Sociability. Sociability is defined by Webster as the quality
which makes one inclined to join in company or society. Operationally
sociability is determined in this study by responses to three questions
(Robinson, 1973) arranged on a three-part scale.
Communication apprehension. Communication apprehension is the
anxiety a person feels about either real or anticipated (oral) communi-
cation with another person or persons (McCroskey, 1978). McCroskey's
(1978) PRCA short form, used in the present study, reveals an internal
reliability of .85.
Satisfaction with life. Satisfaction with life is the relatively
perceived feeling of contentment with the conditions of life, situation
of life, and direction in which a person feels his life is moving. In
this study the subjects were asked to answer on a three-part scale as
to whether they felt satisfied with their lives.
Participation in mass media. Media exposure is communication
through systems which involve primarily linear, one-way communication,
with little or no opportunity for receivers to have an impact on mass
communication sources (McCroskey, Larson & Knapp, 1971). In this study
media exposure was identified on three categories: newspaper reading,
radio listening, and television viewing.
Economic level. Economic level is perceived to be reflected by the
amount of total family income which is available to a person. In this
study economic level is indicated in five levels. Subjects were asked
to choose the level which indicated total family income.
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Educational level. Two educational levels were included in this
study, high school and university.
Racial background. Subjects were asked to identify their racial
background as black, white, or other. Only black and white were con-
sidered in this study due to lack of sufficient subjects in the "other"
category.
Method of Data Analysis
A correlation study was conducted to determine if there were a
significant relationship between world view and five independent vari-
ables: communication apprehension, use of mass redia, trust, socia-
bility, and satisfaction with life. A Pearson r correlation and
multiple regression were used. However, as the hypotheses also indi-
cated, the data were analyzed for differences for which an analysis of
variance allowed the research to determine if differences could be
attributed to race, income level, educational level, or sex of respon-
dents. Throughout the analyses the alpha level was set at .05. The
data also were analyzed for internal reliability and a factor analysis
conducted on the twenty-six items of the world view scale.
CHAPTER III
RESULTS
The final procedure for this study consisted of taking the world
view scale, as indicated in Chapter II, and conducting three analyses.
One analysis involved a simple Pearson r correlation. The second anal-
ysis examined potential differences among various levels of the indepen-
dent variables as those variables indicate divergences of world view,
the dependent variable. The third analysis was a multiple regression
of the meaningful independent variables, from the simple correlations
and the analysis of variance results, with world view as the single
dependent variable.
Three concepts in the results demand clarification. First, world
view scores are referred to as high and low; high world view is cogni-
tively defined as that world view which appears modern, while low world
view refers to a more conservative or traditional outlook on life. The
person with high world view typically feels that he has some control
over his life and destiny, that human mastery of nature is a possi-
bility to at least some degree, and that man has a predominant place
in the universe. A low world view indicates that the person feels more
traditionally religious, less in control of himself and nature, and
more fatalistic about the future.
Second, the independent variable social participation was catego-
rized in three ways: social or civic participation, family participation
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and religious participation. Although the whole variable social partic-
ipation did not prove significant, evidence indicated that religious
participation was a significant variable. Thus, the analyses were con-
ducted with religious participation as an independent variable.
Third, mass media participation did not emerge as a significant
variable in itself. Therefore, the three componential elements - TV
watching, radio listening, and newspaper reading - were isolated and
considered separately and are so reported.
H1 There will be a 
significant relationship
between communication apprehension and
world view.
The simple correlation analysis revealed an r of -.155 for communica-
tion apprehension, which is not high enough for significance although
it appeared statistically significant in previous tests for correlation.
In an analysis of variance communication apprehension was shown to have
a significant difference with world view in a three-way interaction:
combined with sex and religious participation, communication apprehen-
sion showed F = 6.01, p<.05. In females there was a significant differ-
ence of world view when considering levels of communication apprehension
and degrees of religious participation (see Tables 2, 3). With low and
moderate religious participation females' world view seems to be signif-
icantly higher with low communication apprehension than with high com-
munication apprehension. However, with high religious participation
world view tends to increase with communication apprehension. For males
the opposite trend appears, with low and moderate religious participa-
tion, world view increases, though not significantly, with communica-
tion apprehension. However in the high religious participation group,










MAIN EFFECTS 2190.709 5 438.142 6.738 0.000
COMMAPP 27.275 1 27.275 0.419 0.519
SEX 180.884 1 180.884 2.782 0.099
GRADE 1195.381 1 1195.381 18.382 0.000
RELIG. PARTICIPATION 312.738 2 156.369 2.405 0.096
2-WAY INTERACTIONS 411.347 9 45.705 0.703 0.705
COMMAPP SEX 10.640 1 10.640 0.164 0.687
COMMAPP GRADE 3.541 1 3.541 0.054 0.816
COMMAPP RELIG. PARTICIP. 136.304 2 68.152 1.048 0.355
SEX GRADE 10.276 1 10.276 0.158 0.692
GRADE RELIG. PARTICIP. 112.080 2 56.040 0.862 0.426
3-WAY INTERACTIONS 1291.778 7 184.540 2.838 0.010
COMMAPP SEX GRADE 72.161 1 72.161 1.110 0.295
COMMAPP SEX RELIG. PARTICIP. 781.664 2 390.832 6.010 0.003
COMMAPP GRADE RELIGPARTICIP. 5.642 2 2.821 0.043 0.958
SEX GRADE RELIG. PARTICI°. 398.254 2 199.127 3.062 0.051
WITHIN 6177.840 95 65.030
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world view than males with high communication apprehension. Thus, this
three-way test for difference reveals opposite trends in world view for
males and females considering religious participation and communication
apprehension. In summary, communication apprehension apparently affects
world view more when dealing with females of moderate religious parti-
pation and with males of high religious participation.
H2 There will be a significant relationship
between the use of mass media and world
view.
The Pearson r indicated no significant correlation between world
view and mass media as a whole or separately as TV watching, radio
listening, or newspaper reading. However, the analysis of variance
showed significance with TV watching individually and in combination
with other variables.
TV watching was shown to have significant main effect with world
view (low - 51.48, high - 47.38, F = 6.51, p<.05). In addition, TV
watching interacted in a two-way analysis with radio listening and their
joint relationship on world view (F = 4.05, o‹.05, see Tables 4, 5).
The analysis indicated that high or low radio listening does not have
as significant an effect on world view as does high and low TV watching;
low TV watchers have a significantly higher world view than high TV
watchers when considered with low radio listening. However, the amount
of television that people watch does not affect their world view when
they listen to radio a lot. TV watching also interacted with grade level
on world view such that the interaction of grade level and TV watching
with world view indicated a significance of F = 5.60, p--.05 (see Tables
6, 7). In this case college students who watched little TV had a










MAIN EFFECTS 1378.984 6 229.831 3.141 0.008
TVWATCHING 476.641 1 476.641 6.513 0.013
RADIO LISTENING 0.575 1 0.575 0.008 0.930
RELIG. PARTICIP. 744.489 2 372.245 5.087 0.008
INCOME 196.495 2 98.247 1.343 0.267
2-WAY INTERACTIONS 1167.307 13 89.793 1.227 0.277
TVWATCH RADIO LISTEN 296.548 1 296.548 4.052 0.048
TVWATCH RELIGPARTIC. 11.114 2 5.557 0.076 0.927
TVWATCH INCOME 134.950 2 67.475 0.922 0.402
RADIOLIST. RELIGPARTIC. 68.596 2 34.298 0.469 0.628
RADIOLIST. INCOME 44.408 2 22.204 0.303 0.739




WORLD VIEW LEVELS IN RELATION TO RADIO LISTENING
AND TELEVISION WATCHING
RADIO LISTENING














MAIN EFFECTS 1721.240 5 344.248 5.687 0.000
SEX 327.685 1 327.685 5.423 0.022
GRADE 924.699 1 924.699 15.304 0.000
TVWATCHING 156.596 1 156.596 2.592 0.111
INCOME 224.658 2 112.329 1.859 0.162
2-WAY INTERACTIONS 838.235 9 93.137 1.541 0.146
SEX GRADE 14.442 1 14.442 0.239 0.626
SEX TVWATCHING 19.313 1 19.313 0.320 0.573
SEX INCOME 494.400 2 247.200 4.091 0.020
GRADE TVWATCHING 338.725 1 338.725 5.606 0.020
GRADE INCOME 176.961 2 88.481 1.464 0.237
TVWATCH INCOME 21.389 2 10.695 0.177 0.838
3-WAY INTERACTIONS 946.262 7 135.180 2.237 0.039
SEX GRADE TVWATCHING 0.408 1 0.408 0.007 0.935
SEX GRADE INCOME 12.857 2 6.429 0.106 0.899
SEX TVWATCH INCOME 354.501 2 177.250 2.934 0.059
GRADE TVWATCH INCOME 136.575 2 68.287 1.130 0.328
WITHIN 5196.246 86 60.421
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college students who watched much TV. In a three-way analysis TV watch-
ing showed significant interaction with sex and income (F = .05, p-.05)
so that for males in the low and high income brackets TV watching has
an effect on their world view levels. In both cases males who watch
little TV revealed a higher world view than those who watch much TV.
For females the only significant difference in world view related to
the amount of TV watching was in the middle income bracket where low
watchers of TV showed a higher world view than high watchers of TV
(low - 51.53, high - 45.90) (see Tables 6, 8). Differences between
sexes appeared in low income, low TV watching group where males had a
significantly higher world view (males - 57.75, females - 49.80) and
in the high income, high TV watching group where females showed a
significantly higher world view (females - 47.00, males - 40.00).
H
3 
There will be a significant relationship
between perceived trust and world view.
No significant correlation between trust and world view was detected
in the regression analysis. An analysis of variance revealed no signifi-
cant difference in trust and world view.
H
4 
There will be a significant relationship
between perceived life satisfaction and
world view.




There will be a significant relationship
between perceived social participation
and world view.
Three categories of social participation were included: social or
civic participation, religious participation, and family participation.
The test for correlation indicated no significance for participation as
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TABLE 8
WORLD VIEW IN RELATION TO INCOME,























a whole, for club or civic participation, nor for family participation,
but there were indications that religious participation was an important
variable. Thus, a correlation and an analysis of variance were conducted
using religious participation as an independent variable. The simple
correlation indicated a negative correlation between religious participa-
tion and world view (r = -.23, p<.05, see Table 9).
The analysis of variance indicated a significant main effect of
religious participation on world view (F = 5.08, p. .05) where subjects
low in religious participation have a significantly higher world view
than those with moderate or high religious participation (low - 53.08,
moderate - 48.17, high - 47.40).
Religious participation was significantly related to world view in
two separate three-way interactions. There was a significant inter-
action between religious participation, sex, and grade level (F = 3.06,
p--.05, see Tables 2, 10). The analysis of variance revealed a signifi-
cant difference in world view among females according to educational
level. High school females tend to have a significantly lower world
view than college females (with low religious participation, high school
females - 39.75, college - 56.54; with high religious participation,
high school females - 40.00, college - 47.38).
This trend was also true for males: with low religious participa-
tion, high school males - 48.44, college males - 54.06; with moderate
religious participation, high school males - 45.44, college males -
57.00; with high religious participation, high school males - 45.83,
college males - 52.17.
An interpretation across sex differences revealed a variation of







MULTIPLE R R SQUARE CHANGE SIMPLE R BETA
AGE 0.44041 0.19396 0.19396 0.44041 0.40272
SEX 0.47290 0.22363 0.02967 -0.12028 -0.12579
RELIGIOUS PARTICIPATION 0.49580 0.24510 0.02147 -0.23656 -0.17253
INCOME 0.51441 0.26461 0.01951 -0.16799 -0.20118
TV WATCHING 0.53179 0.28280 0.01819 -0.13172 -0.13138
COMMUNICATION APPREHENSION 0.53980 0.29138 0.00858 -0.15576 -0.08414
NEWSPAPER READING 0.54458 0.29656 0.00518 0.12209 0.09380
RADIO LISTENING 0.55065 0.30321 0.00665 -0.06237 0.09227
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significantly lower world view than high school males in low and in high
religious participation groups (low religious participation females -
39.75, males - 48.44), (high religious participation females - 40.00,
males - 45.83). In college level students of moderate and high religious
participation, males showed a significantly higher world view than
females - moderate religious participation (females - 47.38, males - 52.17).
This interaction, indicated that religious participation seems to have a
much greater effect on the world view of females than of males in both
high school and college educational levels. Both low and high religious
participation, high school females have a low world view as compared to
moderate religious participation high school females (low - 39.75, mod-
erate - 47.88, high - 40.00). College level females were shown to have
a significantly higher level of world view if low religious participant
than if either moderate or high religious participants (low - 56.54,
moderate - 49.00, high - 47.38). As Table 10 indicates, there was
significant difference for males in this three-way analysis, but the
variation tended to be reflected as differences between educational
levels rather than religious participation, thus indicating that reli-
gious participation has a more significant effect on the world view of
females than of males when considered in conjunction with grade level.
The second significant three-way interaction involving religious
participation also included communication apprehension and sex (see
Tables 2, 3). This interaction, previously discussed in H1, indicated
that when considering communication apprehension, females tend to have
a lower world view proportionately as their religious participation
increases with the lower world view appearing in a case of high relioious
participation and low communication apprehension, and the highest world
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view corresponding to low religious participation and low communication
apprehension. For males this trend is not so directly related. The low-
est world view appeared in high religious participants who also had high
communication apprehension. However, the highest world view also was
reported in the high religious participation group, with low communication
apprehension. Thus, the greatest significant differences related to
religious participation for males seem to appear in low communication
apprehension, moderate and high religious participation (moderate - 44.50,
high 54.14) and in high communication apprehension, low and high religious
participation (low - 53.58, high - 44.00).
H6 There will be a significant relat
ionship
between age and world view.
The simple regression indicated age as the strongest single vari-
able with world view (r = .44, p‹.05, see Table 9). However, because
evidence showed that age is so highly correlated with grade level, the
analysis of variance included grade level rather than age as an indepen-
dent variable.
H7 There will be a significant relationship
between the world views of high school and
college students.
Grade level showed no correlation with world view in the simple
regression. However, an analysis of variance indicated a significant
main effect of grade level on world view (F = 18.38, p‹.05), where the
world view of college students (52.43) is significantly higher than that
of high school students (45.09). Grade level also showed a significant
relationship to world view in a two-way interaction with TV watching.
The interaction of grade level and TV watching with world view (reported
in H2) indicated a significance of F == 5.60, p<.05 (see Tables 6, 7).
This test revealed that TV watching makes an impact on college students,
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produces high world view. Additionally, grade level was significantly
related to world view in a three-way interaction with sex and religious
participation as reported in H5 (F = 3.06, p<.05, see Tables 2, 10).
In general, both high school males and high school females tend to have
a significantly lower world view than college males and females in the
same religious participation category.
H
8 There will be a significant 
relationship
between the world view of males and
females.
Correlation between sex and world view was not shown to be signifi-
cant on the simple correlation. However, sex as a single variable and
in combination with other variables showed a significant difference on
world view. Alone, sex indicated an F = 5.42, p<.05; males revealed a
significantly higher world view than females (males - 50.52, females -
48.77). Sex and income showed a joint significant relationship with
world view (F = 4.09, p<.05,see Tables 6, 11) where low income females
were shown to have a significantly lower world view (48.57) than low
income males (54.64). This significance did not appear in middle or
high income males and females. Sex was also included in significant
three-way interactions with the following: income and TV watching as
reported in H2 (see Tables 6, 8); communication apprehension and
religious participation as shown in H1 (see Tables 2, 3); and grade
level with religious participation, reported in H5 (see Tables 2, 10).
H
9 
There will be a significant difference
between the world view of subjects who
belong to different income groups.
The regression analysis indicated that income does not correlate
significantly with world view, although it approached significant
correlation (r = .167, see Table 9). In an analysis of variance income
TABLE 11
WORLD VIEW LEVELS IN RELATION TO
INCOME AND SEX
Income
Sex Low Moderate High
Female 48.57 49.28 48.07
(14) (25) (14)
Male 54.64 50.39 47.57
(11) (31) (14)
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was shown to have a significant difference when interacting with sex
and separately with TV watching and sex. First, income and sex had a
significant interaction in a two-way analysis (F = 4.09, p-.05, see
Table 6, 11). Low income females were shown to have a significantly
lower world view (48.57) than low income males (54.64). This signifi-
cance did not appear in middle or high income males and females. Second,
the three-way analysis of variance (as reported in H2) indicated that
for males in the low and high income brackets TV watching has an
effect on their world view levels. In both cases males who watch little
TV revealed a higher world view than those who watch much TV. For fe-
males the only significant difference in world view related to the
amount of TV watching was in the middle income bracket where low
watchers of TV showed a higher world view than high watchers of TV
(low - 51.53, high - 45.90, see Tables 6, 8). Differences between
sexes appeared in low income, low TV watching groups where males had
a significantly higher world view (males - 57.75, females - 49.80) and
in the high income, high TV watching group where females showed a signif-
icantly higher world view (females - 47.00, males - 40.00).
H10 There will be a signific
ant relationship
between the world view of black and white
subjects.
In the correlational analysis, race showed no significant relation-
ship with world view. However, since this was a categorical variable,
it was also examined for a test of difference which also showed no
significance.
After looking at those variables which showed significant relation-
ship through the simple correlations and the ANOVA, it was decided to
analyze the most appropriate variables in terms of their joint
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relationship with world view. Thus, a multiple rearession correlated age,
sex, religious participation, income, TV watching, communication apprehen-
sion, newspaper reading, and radio listening. This analysis revealed a
multiple R of .55, thus explaining 30.3 of the variance. However, 28.2
of the variance is explained when communication apprehension, newspaper
reading, and radio listening are eliminated, obviously indicating that
they have little importance in the total model. As Table 9 indicates,
the order of importance, indicated by the BETA weights, is as follows:
age is the strongest predictor, followed by income, religious participa-
tion, TV watching, sex, newspaper reading, radio listening, and communica-
tion apprehension, the last three being extremely close.*
*Grade had virtually no additional variance to add to the multiple
regression thus causing the stepwise multiple regression program not
even to include grade in a multiple correlation with world view. The
reason was that since grade is so highly correlated with age, grade
adds little to a total model not already accounted for by age. In




Basically, this study revealed that a significant relationship
exists between world view and either some components or all of seven
of the ten independent variables (communication apprehension, mass
media participation, trust, life satisfaction, social participation,
age, grade, sex, income, and race). Significant relationships also
emerged in two-way and three-way interactions of many variable
combinations.
Communication apprehension appeared in a significant relationship
with world view only in a three-way interaction with sex and religious
participation (see Table 2). In this analysis communication apprehen-
sion seems to have a highly significant effect on the world view of
males and females, but in varying circumstances. The most spectacular
significance appeared among high religious participation males, where
world view dropped as communication apprehension rose. While males
with high religious participation and low communication apprehension
tended to reveal the highest world view level of all males in this
analysis, those males with high religious participation and high
communication apprehension disclosed the lowest level of world view
for all males. Thus, communication apprehension seems to play an
important role in the formulation of the traditional or the modern
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world views of very religiously active males. Although the low level
of world view in males of high communication apprehension seems cogni-
tively appropriate, it is surprising that much religious participation
and a low level of communication apprehension would accompany a very
modern world view. Perhaps this male (high in religious participation
and low in communication apprehension) is the most definitive example
of a forward-thinking, progressive member of our society, whereas the
male with equally high religious participation but also high communica-
tion apprehension depicts the man for whom religion represents the
safety and security of tradition and conservatism.
Typically, females show a trend toward more traditional world view
when communication apprehension rises. However, in high religious partic-
ipation this trend changes, and high communication apprehension accom-
panies a higher world view than does low communication apprehension.
It is interesting to speculate about the reasons for both males and
females' reversal of their patterns of world view and connunication
apprehension in high religious participation groups. Another fasci-
nating aspect of this analysis is that the pattern for males and
females in this particular study is exaclty opposite.
The effect of mass media on world view is related chiefly to
television watching although one interaction with radio listening and
television watching emerged. Newspaper reading did not show any signi-
ficant effect on world view. As a main effect, low television watch-
ing usually accompanied a high (modern) level of world view indicating
possibly that the person who spends many hours in front of the tele-
vision screen prefers the status 919 or a societal reversal toward
traditional values. It is also noteworthy that television watching,
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when interacting with grade level, produces a significantly higher (more
modern) world view level in college students, but not so in high school
students. It might be speculated that high school students are still
very sheltered by their environment, and thus the presence or absence
of much television viewing does not greatly affect their thinking.
A further correlation involving television, sex, and income with
world view revealed that the strongest correlation in this particular
analysis was with high or low income males who watched either much or
little television. These subjects (high or low income males) disclosed
a spectacular correlation between world view and the amount of television
watched - low television watching produced much higher world view. This
seems to indicate that the media (television watching) tends to lower
or traditionalize the outlook on life of high or low income males.
This result reinforces the general trend in all this study that high media
participation tends to correlate significantly with low world view.
The variable radio listening correlated with world view only in
conjunction with television watching, such that a significantly higher
level of world view exists with low television watchers if they also
are low radio listeners. (Again, this corresoonds with other data
indicating that low media exposure tends to accompany a high or more
modern world view.) No correlation was shown between high radio listen-
ing and world view in any analysis.
Neither trust nor satisfaction with life evidenced any correlation
with the world view levels of the subjects used in this study.
Social participation as an independent variable was not shown to
be significantly related to world view. However, one of the three items
of this variable, religious participation, demonstrated significance
both as a main effect and in two- and three-way interactions. Singly,
low religious participation consistently correlated with high world
view, suggesting that people who devote more time to organized reli-
gious activities tend to maintain a more conservative or traditional
outlook on life than those who spend less time in religious participa-
tion.
This trend is also apparent in the significant three-way inter-
action of religious participation with sex and communication apprehen-
sion where a greater amount of religious participation accompanies a
more traditional world view. However, when grade level as an indepen-
dent variable interacts with sex and religious participation on world
view, the case is not so clear (see Table 10). This interaction
indicated that grade level consistently affects levels of world view
more than either sex or religious participation, such that the college
level students of both sexes, and all levels of reliaious participation,
have a significantly higher (more modern) world view than do high school
students. If, as is theorized in this study, age and grade level are
virtually inseparable as variables, then this result supports the
statistics of the simple regression which revealed age as the most
important single variable in the world view scale, followed by reli-
gious participation.
When world view is related to grade level as a main effect, grade
level has the highest significance in the whole study (F = 18.382, p<
.05). This fact again reinforces the thesis that grade level and age
may be the most important determinants in the world view scale. As
previously mentioned, grade level had a significant two-way interaction
with television watching; it also was significant in the three-way
interaction with sex and religious participation.
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The independent variable sex was reported as a main effect on world
view in four separate analyses; additionally, sex was involved in more
two- and three-way interactions than any other variable. As a main
effect, sex revealed consistently that males have a higher (more modern)
world view than females. In significant comparisons of sex and income,
males had a higher world view. The three-way analyses of sex, grade,
and religious participation expressed a higher world view for males
than females. The only exception to this trend appeared in the three-way
analysis of sex, income level, and television watching. In this one in-
stance a significant relationship was reported between world view and
high television watching, high income males and females - with females
having a significantly higher world view. This exception is interesting
because the combination of high income and high television watching
seems to cause a reversal in the Eloarently normal trend toward males'
having a more modern outlook on life than do females. Does the income
cause the nigh television watching males to be more traditional?
Statistics on table 8 seem to indicate this.
The final variable showing significance with world view was income,
whose position in this study is somewhat nebulous. In the simple regres-
sion income approached significant correlation; however, it fell some-
what short. Income also showed no main effect on world view. A two-
way interaction of income and sex on world view revealed a significant
relationship of income only in males; the low income males had a signif-
icantly higher world view than middle or high income males. This result
is difficult to explain, but possibly the elevation of income tends to
encourage conservatism and a deeper respect for traditional values as
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established cultural norms; i.e., the lower income males feel they
would be able to enjoy more prosperity if the status quo were not con-
tinued; or perhaps the more modern thinking males are less concerned
about financial status and are thus in a lower income bracket. This
trend also appeared in the three-way analysis of income, sex, and tele-
vision watching on world view. Again, low income males tend to have
a higher world view than high income males whether in low or high
television watching groups.
In sum, income seems to modify world view so that the higher in-
come males have a more conservative, traditional outlook on life while
females' world views do not seem to be affected significantly by income.
Although the frequency analysis reported a black-white relation-
ship of 11.8 to 88.2 (which is very close to the actual population
ratio for this geographic area), race showed no significant relation-
ship with world view in any analysis conducted.
Conclusions
Finally, it appears that the following conclusions are justifiable
results of the study:
1. The most significant independent variable with world view
is the age-grade combination. The college level student has a higher
world view than the high school level student. This holds true as a
main effect and in multi-way interactions.
2. Sex was accountable for more significant correlations than any
other single variable. Almost universally the males reported a signif-
icantly higher world view than did the females. The only exception to
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this was in high income, high television watching subjects where females
evidenced a higher world view than did males.
3. Religious participation, as one facet of social participation,
almost consistently revealed significant correlation with world view
such that low religious participants demonstrated a higher world view
than did high religious participants. The only exception to this was
when interacting with sex and grade level, the influence of grade level
was stronger than either of the others - resulting in college students'
having higher world view than high school students, regardless of the
other factors.
4. The significance of participation in mass media was relaed
almost exclusively to television watching. Results indicated that
low media participation accompanies high (modern) world view.
5. Income was revealed as a determinant of world view only in
males. Where low income males showed a higher world view than high
income males, females did not demonstrate any significant correlation
between income and world view.
6. Communication apprehension was snown to play a significant
role in determining world view in conjunction with religious parti-
cipation and sex. High religious participation males reported higher
levels of world view when communication apprehension declined. For
low and moderate religious participation males, their world views
rose as communication apprehension rose. Females reported a more
traditional (lower) world view when communication apprehension
increased unless they were in the high religious participation group,
when their world views rose along with :ommunication apprehension.
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Limitations and Recommendations for Future Study
Several limitations of this study are evident. First is the novelty
of the world view scale itself. Although a thorough study of the lit-
erature and several testing sessions with corresponding statistical
analyses of the results led to the development of this scale, it is
apparent that refinements and cognitive adjustments or additions are
possible.
A second limitation is the narrow sample of subjects used in this
study. All the high school students and the majority of the college
students tested were from the same general geographic area, and there-
fore they do not represent as wide a cross-section of student culture
as it might be possible to draw in the future.
Additionally, certain items in the scale itself might have been
amplified in order to produce greater depth of information. For example,
an investigation into the types of television programs chosen by those
who watched much television would cast interesting sidelights on the
variable's effect on world view. Another item which might prove inter-
esting is the religious preferences of those who perceived themselves
as high religious participants. Differences in church doctrines likely
have a significant effect on devoted members and their world view.
Also, the scale responses on family income level seem somewhat ques-
tionable; therefore, great reliance on those interactions involving
income should not be taken too seriously.
Although this study does not purport to be truly intercultural,
but rather sub-cultural, a truly intercultural sample of subjects
would possibly alter the results. Additionally, a larger N size might
offer more varied results.
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There is a major need for on-ooing research in the area of world
view and its effect on communication. Specifically, two areas of study
should be pursued. The first is testing and refinement of the instru-
ment itself. Since this is the first known attempt to devise a means
for the empirical testing of world view, doubtlessly, there are areas
which need to be expanded, re-directed, condensed, or even initiated
in the scale. Further research, employing more cognitive construction,
more testing, and more statistical analyses is vitally needed before
standardization of a scale can be expected.
The second attempt of future research should be the true inter-
culturalization of the testing. As the scale is being perfected, it
needs to be tested, using subjects from many diverse cultural back-
grounds. This involves the training of administrators of the test in
various parts of the world and the compilation of their resultant
information. From these data research could make giant strides toward
understanding what world view is and how it affects communication.
APPEND' X
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Name SEX:  MALE GRADE
FEMALE AGE
Below you will find a series of opinion statements about a variety of
topics. After you read each statement, respond with your own opinion
to each. Respond by simply circling one of the following possibil-
ities: SA (strongly agree), A (agree), N (neutral or no opinion),
D (disagree), SD (strongly disagree). Read each statement and respond
according to your opinion or feelings. Numbers are for computer cod-
ing and do not affect your responses.
1. Man must work in relationship with God
(gods) for him to be successful.
SA A N D SD
1 2 3 4 5
2. Man should accept the natural events SA A N D SD
which occur and not try to understand 1 2 3 4 5
them or change them.
3. Man's success or failure depends somewhat SA A N D SD
on the actions of his ancestors. 1 2 3 4 5
4. Man is better off not to question life,
but to accept things as they come.
5. God (gods) control (s) natural events
and decide (s) man's fate
6. It is not good for man to try to under-
stand nature or to try to control it.
SA A N D SD
1 2 3 4 5
SA A N D SD
1 2 3 4 5
SA A N D SD
1 2 3 4 5
7. Man's success or failure depends some- SA A N D SD
what on the actions and attitudes of his 1 2 3 4 5
family members.
8. Man's success or failure may be determined SA A N D SD
by the will of his ancestors. 1 2 3 4 5
9. Man can never truly control nature even SA A N D SD
with technology and should accept this 1 2 3 4 5
fact.
10. Man's success or failure is often
influenced by the actions of anyone
in his immediate environment.
SA A N D SD
1 2 3 4 5
11. Man should use his natural curiosity to SA A N D SD
try to learn to control the various 5 4 4 2 1
aspects of nature.
12. Man will one day learn to control weather SA A N D SD
and nature. 5 4 3 2 1
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13. As far as world affairs are concerned,
most people are the victims of forces
they can neither understand nor control.
14. Things always even out in the long run,
and men are treated justly by nature
eventually.
15. Every man has a specific, pre-determined
time to die.
16. Every life has a pre-determined purpose.
17. In the long run both the bad things and
the good things that happen to us are
beyond man's control.
18. I look forward to expressing myself at
meetings.
19. I am afraid to express myself in a group.
20. 1 look forward to an opportunity to speak
in public.
21. Although I talk fluently with friends, I
am at a loss for words on the platform.
22. I always avoid speaking in public if
possible.
23. I feel that I am more fluent when talk-
ing to people than most other people are.
24. I like to get involved in group discussion.
25. I dislike to use my body and voice
expressively.
26. I'm afraid to speak up in conversation.
27. I would enjoy presenting a speech on a
local television station.
28. How often do you actually read a newspaper?
SA A N 0 SD
1 2 3 4 5
SA A N D SD
1 2 3 4 5
SA A N D SD
1 2 3 4 5
SA A N D SD
1 2 3 4 5
SA A N D SD
1 2 3 4 5
SA A N D SD
1 2 3 4 5
SA A N D SD
5 4 3 2 1
SA A N D SD
1 2 3 4 5
SA A N D SD
5 4 3 2 1
SA S N D SD
5 4 3 2 1
SA A N D SD
1 2 3 4 5
SA A N 0 SD
1 2 3 4 5
SA A N 0 SD
5 4 3 2 1
SA A N D SD
5 4 3 2 1
SA A N D SD
1 2 3 4 5
never






29. How often do you listen to the radio? never or seldom 1
less than 1 hr. a day 2
1 - 2 hrs. a day 3
3 or more hrs. a day 4
no opinion 9
30. How often do you watch television?
31. How satisfied with your school life
are you? Would you rate yourself on
a 1 - 5 scale as 1, very dissatisfied,
or 5, very satisfied, or somewhere in
between?
32. To what extend do you consider your-
self active in going to club meetings,
or participation in various groups?
33. To what extend do you consider your-
self active in going to church and
related religious activities?
34. To what extend do you consider your-
self active in visiting with relatives,
neighbors, and friends?
35. Generally speaking, would you say most
people can be trusted or that you can't
be too careful in dealing with people?
36. Would you say that most of the time
people try to be helpful or that they
are mostly just looking out for them-
selves?
never or seldom 1
less than 1 hr. a day 2
1 - 2 hrs. a day 3
3 - 4 hrs. a day 4














can't be too careful 0
most people can be trusted 1
look out for themselves 9
try to be helpful 1
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37. Do you think that most people would
try to take advantage of you if they
got the chance or would they try to
be fair?
38. How would you categorize your total
family income for your immediate
household?
39. Would you describe your racial
background as
take advantage 0
try to be fair 1
less than 5,000 1
5,000 to 10,000 2
10,000 to 15,000 3
15,000 to 20,000 4
20,000 to 25,000 5
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